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Chapter One:
The Insider Advantage

You need to find a job. You have to look for opportunities. You are totally
ready to do this, but you are not sure how to start. There are jobs posted
on the Internet. It makes sense to go there and start applying. That’s what
everyone does to find work, right? So that is what you do.
You jump into it starting with sites, such as Monster, Indeed, Career
Builder, and Craig’s List. You look at the postings. You find jobs that are
in your field and some others you would like to interview for even though
your skills are not a perfect match. If you could just get a chance to talk
with someone at the workplace, you know you could make a good case!
You apply. You send out résumés and cover letters, and you hope.
And you apply to some more postings and hope. And then … and then
… sometimes nothing. It seems like you sent your résumé to a black hole.
Sometimes you get an interview over the phone and then … nothing.
And sometimes you get a phone interview followed by an in-person
interview, and maybe a series of tests, and more in-person interviews, and
then … and then … a rejection. What happened? What is going on here?
Who is getting hired anyhow?
Peter Cappelli, Professor of Management at The Wharton School
and director of Wharton’s Center for Human Resources writes about the
problem of hiring people using software and online automated systems
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and how that elimination of the human interface is resulting in good
people not being able to get jobs that could be good matches. His book,
Why Good People Can’t Get Jobs, is a must-read for anyone trying to
understand why sending a résumé to a workplace using an automated
system can be an exercise in frustration. Cappelli writes, “Because job
applications are done online, applicants rarely talk to anyone, even by
e-mail, during the hiring process.”
In Cappelli’s book, Elaine Orler of Talent Function describes how
automated systems work. “First, hiring managers write up descriptions
of the job they need to fill. Since hiring managers frequently cannot
agree on exactly what they want, the description ends up being vague,
a practice that inevitably encourages still more people to apply for the
position.”
Cappelli notes that there is already a huge pool of job seekers, which
is overwhelming human resources departments that are supposed
to keep costs down. This results in further automation of the entire
hiring process. In addition, federal antidiscrimination regulations can
result in a description of qualifying requirements that are very broad
in order to avoid the appearance of discrimination, which encourages
still more people to apply. To add to the problem, “Managers pile all
the credentials and expertise into the job description to minimize the
risk that the candidate will fail (be an imperfect match for the skill set
sought), making it virtually impossible to find anyone who fits.” Cappelli
notes that Tom Keebler at the HR consulting firm Towers Watson, who
consults with employers about their hiring systems, says “even wellintentioned hiring managers have a problem trying to identify skills that
are not easily associated with credentials or experience.” And once the
requirement is part of the software, it becomes a “hurdle that applicants
have to clear to become a qualified candidate.”
According to Jacquelyn Smith in her Forbes Online article “7 Things
You Probably Didn’t Know About Your Job Search,” fifty percent of
applicants are weeded out before anyone looks at them. In his book,
Cappelli illustrates the problem with examples of people who are
unquestionably qualified for a position, yet are rejected by the software
program because the particular brand name being sought in the job
description was different from the one used in the résumé or a title was
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different in the résumé from the one used in the software. Cappelli notes
that software cannot “lean back in a chair opposite the job seeker and
iron out these little misunderstandings over a cup of coffee.”
It turns out you only have a small chance of getting a job through
an external online source, according to Gerry Crispin of CareerXroads,
an author of the annual “Source of Hire Report.” Having an internal
company contact is far more effective than applying for jobs using
job boards like Monster, Career Builder or Craig’s List. Indeed it is
the most successful external source compared to the other options, as
Jacquelyn Smith describes in her Forbes Online article “New Research
Shows Where Employers Find Their New Hires.” How ineffective is
the application using a large search engine? The literature supports the
fact that finding a job using an online site has a very low probability of
success – somewhere in the range of 2.1 to 4 percent – and that internal
referrals are by far the most effective sources used by workplaces to find
their hires.
Think of the job market as a big, messy, open marketplace that
is constantly shifting and changing. It is full of intrigue and politics.
Who has the real power to hire? Who has the client’s business? It is
buffeted by the economy. Should the company hire now or wait? Is the
big client going to stay or leave for another firm with lower rates or a
closer relationship with a key person? When a company or organization
posts a job opening is that a real job or is it bogus because they actually
have a good person inside the workplace or someone who came highly
recommended and who probably has the inside track but they want to
avoid the appearance of favoritism?
In my work with clients, I hear about these behind-the-scenes
activities. For example, a client I was working with recently did an
excellent job of relationship building and went through a thorough
interview process. He was promised the job by the employer, but
workplace protocol required that the company post a job description
online. My client expressed concern that the workplace might not hire
him after all, but the person in charge of hiring assured him he should
not worry, the job would be his, the job posting was really just required
by agency protocol. Then another client of mine saw that posting and
came to work with me to try to put together the best possible résumé and
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cover letter because he knew he was perfect for this job. Of course the
job was landed by the client who had built the internal relationships and
gotten the promise from the employer.
A job posting may look like a clear cut recitation of skills that
the company seeks, but behind that posting could be a great deal of
uncertainty and even a mistaken emphasis on certain skills. Hard skills
can be identified, but what about soft skills? Soft skills are often very
important but they are hard to describe and rarely make it into the
posting. You will never see a job description like this: “We need someone
who has amazing people skills to work with our ridiculously difficult
clients and can also get along with the overbearing manager in this group
who has demoralized everyone who ever worked with him.”
Furthermore, a workplace might not officially be considering
additional staff, but if the right person shows up at the door, she might
be hired because the work is there and the skill set is a match and the
person has come to the attention of the workplace with a glowing
recommendation from someone known and trusted. Bingo. And there
was never a posting. Or maybe there was a posting, and maybe that
posting was even generated after the candidate was discovered, but the
person in charge of hiring had already made up her mind. The posting
was more for show.
Postings are merely the tip of the iceberg when it comes to jobs.
About 80% of available jobs are never advertised, according to Jacquelyn
Smith in her Forbes Online article “7 Things You Probably Didn’t Know
About Your Job Search.” Many workplaces need help but do not post or
have not yet posted a job. If they need to hire and if the right candidate
can show up on the radar screen, that person might well get lucky.
Given the chaotic, messy nature of the job market and the difficulty
getting past the many hurdles that are set up by the workplace and
particularly the software systems being used to do the early vetting of
candidates, how are you supposed to find a job? How are you going to
prove that you have the right skills and abilities and would be a great
addition when a workplace is unapproachable?
The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that 70% of jobs are found
by networking. This number is reported in the Job Openings and Labor
Turnover Survey, or JOLTS. JOLTS data also reveals that 40% of jobs
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filled by employers are never advertised. “Once we include the number
of jobs that were filled by someone known to the employer, the number
soars to 70%,” says Kimberly Beatty in her Jobfully Online Content and
Marketing blog post titled “The Math Behind the Networking Claim.”
Networking seems to be the search method of choice, but networking
is not defined very well. What is networking? Most people think
networking consists of asking everyone you know if they have heard of a
job or opportunity in your industry and seeing if they can come up with
a good match or some suggestions about where to look. Many clients I
work with have been networking in this way. I call it networking as usual.
If there is low hanging fruit and the contact person really understands
the jobseeker’s background and skills, this approach might be helpful.
But many of the clients I work with have already tried networking in this
way and they tell me they are not landing jobs using this approach. They
think that networking doesn’t work for them.
Have you ever had someone ask you if you have heard of a job in
their industry? Your response is likely to be, “No, I haven’t heard of
anything but I will keep an eye out for you and I will call or e-mail you
if I do hear of something.” End of conversation. The truth is that even
really nice, helpful people do not want to spend time hunting for a job
for you. And the default thinking is something like this: “I hope he finds
a new job but I don’t have the time to look for him. I am sure he will find
something one of these days. Meantime, I hope he doesn’t become a pest,
calling me up and asking more of me. I am just too busy!”
Let’s look a little more closely at who lands the jobs. Silk Road, a
talent manager solutions provider, recently reported that internal sources
produce the most hires. Internal sources included employee referrals,
company website, current employees, and recruiter-sourced referrals.
Employee referrals resulted in 61% of the hires. The company website
resulted in 26% of the hires. Current employees accounted for 8% of
the hires. Former employees were 2%. Recruiter-sourced was 2%. Walkins were 1%. The Silk Road findings in the report titled “Recruitment
Marketing Effectiveness: Meaningful Metrics Straight from the Source,”
reveal that internal sources produce almost twice the number of hires
as external ones, which include job search engines, job boards, print
advertising, and job fairs. “It is still about who you know. It shouldn’t be
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a surprise to anyone that employee referrals are the number one source;
those candidates come with built-in recommendations and in many
cases have already been sold on your culture and know more about
your company than the average external candidate,” says Thomas Boyle,
director of product marketing at Silk Road, as quoted by Jacquelyn
Smith in her Forbes Online article “New Research Shows Where
Employers Find Their New Hires.”
The insider advantage is a big advantage. But here is the quandary
you face if you don’t have an inside track: how are you supposed to
become known and trusted by a workplace that will not even respond to
your carefully crafted résumé and cover letter? How can you make your
case to an impenetrable workplace that will not allow you to come in and
meet with them for an interview even though your skills and background
and personality are a great match?
The answer can be found by understanding the way the gifted,
natural networkers create good luck and open doors for themselves.
We need to talk about good luck and how luck gets created.
We need to talk about the way fortune favors the prepared mind and
how to prepare the mind for a job quest.
We need to talk about how to go on a job quest.
We need to talk about the map of the quest, a blueprint to guide your
search efforts.
We need to be sure you are well-prepared for the journey with the
right tools, supplies, and messaging in your informal or formal interviews
for a successful result.
And we need to talk about some overarching concepts that you will
want to use as you conduct your search.
It is important to start by understanding how luck works and how it
can be created.
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